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From: Keith Findley
To: Kapusta-Pofahl, Karen
Subject: Fwd: Edit to Comittee"s Report
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 11:22:57 AM


Begin forwarded message:


From: Luke Schieve <lschieve@exactsciences.com>
Subject: RE: Edit to Comittee's Report
Date: December 21, 2020 at 10:26:14 AM CST
To: Keith Findley <keith.findley@wisc.edu>


Sure thing; I also reread through Greg’s edits as well, and upon reflection, I think it’s
best to leave out as many anecdotes as possible. That said, I think this one fits because
we asked Brian about it specifically and he shared it as an example. Here’s the language
I’d suggest adding at the end of the paragraph:
 


The committee consulted the Madison police representative Captain Brian
Austin, who shared that such claims were relatively common and that he
expected BWCs to help provide context. He noted that police encounters with
residents can be difficult to recall accurately, and residents can misremember
events (as opposed to knowingly fabricate them). He noted examples where
video footage from dash cameras have provided residents an objective record
of the interaction that led them to recognize the event played out differently
than they remembered. This has led to resolution and closure in complaints
from Brian’s experience with recorded footage, and he believes that this is
likely to be the case with BWCs as well.


 
I’d want to get Brian to confirm that looks good, since it hinges on his words. If I
misrepresented him, we’d need to change it or throw it out.
 
-Luke
 


From: Keith Findley <keith.findley@wisc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2020 10:12 AM
To: Luke Schieve <lschieve@exactsciences.com>
Subject: Edit to Comittee's Report
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Luke, 
 
I have gone over your suggested edits to the report, most of which I think are good. On
page 11 you have added a Comment to the text where it discusses the likeihood that
having BWC footage will make it more difficult for civilians to make false or misleading
complaints against police. You wrote in your comment: "Consider adding the anecdote
from Brian Austin regarding how civilians can at times mis- remember events,
especially given the increased tension that comes with events involving police. This can
lead them to believe the police to be more adversarial than they actually were. BWC
footage can provide an objective account and actually improve trust in police in this
way.” I am fine with adding that anecdote, but in the interest of moving through this as
quickly as we can tonight, I wonder if you would be willing to draft the language you
have in mind so we can consider it at tonight’s meeting, without having to pause to
draft the language as a committee.”
 
Thanks.
 
Keith
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